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Emma Miller has always had to fight. As a woman on a small town police force, she had to fight against men who didn't take her seriously. Then later she had to fight against these same men when she
witnessed police corruption and spoke up about it. Now she has to fight for her life against these crooked cops who are out to silence her. The big guy assigned to protect her is tall, fierce and handsome. But
he's a Bear Shifter, and she knows not to trust his kind. But her heart tells her otherwise. Is this a fight she can win? Jace has had to guard all sorts. Men who deserved to live, men who deserved to die. The
job was the job: the client comes to Big Paw Security, and the client gets protection. But of all the saints and sinners he's kept safe, none of them hated him for what he was. This new client was something
else, but Jace understood the need to put up a tough face. As they say: every rose has it's thorns. This 11,000+ word novella has all the heat and passion you expect from a Fated Mates story! Keywords:
bear shifter, bad boy, bbw, fated mates, paranormal romance with sex, pnr, curvy, gothic romance, new adult romance, clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal romance books for adults,
reformed rake, contemporary romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance, shifter romance series, instalove, shifter conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male, werebear, shapeshifter, wounded hero,
romantic suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, military love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry, enemies to friends
A bear shifter with the heart of a hero Dimitri Medved used to live in the shadows of New York high society. But his ruthless, unscrupulous parents poisoned everything they ever touched before they were
caught and sent to prison. Trying to escape his past, Dimitri left New York City and started a new life in a small close-knit shifter community far from the glitter and corruption of the big city. When Dimitri
headed west to the wilds of Bearpaw Ridge, he traded his Armani business suit for the helmet and ax of a volunteer firefighter. After his first rescue, this protective, alpha bear shifter knew he'd found his true
calling, and his true home. All he lacks now is his mate. When he stops to help a woman stranded with her young daughter on the outskirts of town, he's struck hard by Cupid's arrow. It's not just the woman's
fragile beauty, her lush curves or her delicate scent. His bear recognizes that Damaris is their fated mate. Add in her sweet, lively daughter, and Dimitri thinks he may have finally found the family he's craved
ever since he can remember. Dimitri's restless bear hungers to claim his mate. But his instincts tell him that Damaris has secrets...secrets that now threaten her and her daughter. He needs to protect them
both, but can he convince her to trust him before it's too late? Damaris Markidis hides desperate secrets Damaris works for New York City crime boss Tony "the Fixer" Rizzo. She lives in a world of shadows,
vengeance and danger. The work she was forced to take is the job she can never leave. No one suspects that the poised and perfectly polished Damaris is a lethal assassin. Tony's hired gun. She possesses
a special skill set. Her hits look like accidents even to the jaded, cynical cops of The Big Apple. Tony ruthlessly exploits the fact that single mom Damaris can't refuse his orders. Not if she wants to survive and
keep her young daughter safe. So far, Damaris's hits have all been vicious predators. She's never taken down an innocent person. All that's about to change when she's tasked with a hit on Dimitri Medved,
son of the notorious Medved banking family. She's shocked to find herself falling for him at their first meeting. Hunky, kind, and protective, he's the man she's dreamed of. The man who could be the perfect
husband and a tender father to her daughter. But with her past, she's sure she doesn't deserve a man like Dimitri. And Tony's not about to let go of his best, secret weapon...
Black Salmon Falls may be a small town, but it's big on secrets... Rose came from a broken home and Paula, her aunt and the only family she had ever been able count on is dying. After leaving her abusive
ex in Seattle and running from a life forever shattered, she moved in with her aunt, determined to start over and build a new life in Black Salmon Falls while also helping care for her in her last days. Asher is
the privileged child of royalty. The son of the Chief of the Q'lapa Clan of werebears - the dominant clan in Black Salmon Falls. He is betrothed to Mariana, the daughter of the Chief of the N'gasso clan - the
second most dominant clan. Asher is not thrilled with his life, but he is loyal to his clan and will do everything - including marrying somebody he does not love - in the name of his people. But when fate
intervenes and Asher meets Rose, things begin to change. On the surface, they couldn't be more different. And yet, they apparently have more in common than they think. As they get to know each other,
they both find something in each other they never expected. And as their affection for one another grows, it begins to cause strife within Asher's family and clan. A series of murders begin to shake the
foundation of the truce between Q'lapa and N'gasso clans. Tensions rise and both clans are beating the drums of war. It's up to Asher to step up and take control. To figure out who is behind the attacks and
what the aim of the mystery man whipping up the winds of war is really up to. He has to move quickly and potentially sacrifice everything in the name of his clan to stop a war before it breaks out in his
beloved town of Black Salmon Falls. Loved by a Bear features a curvy woman who struggles with insecurities and an irresistible werebear who falls passionately in love with her. This book is a standalone, no
cheating, no cliffhangers, and a guaranteed happy ending!
These Bear Shifters fight hard and play harder! The Shifter Football League Box Set is here! Contains the following novels: Gabriel: Gabe Randall was at the peak of his college football game when
bureaucrats stole his future. Shifters were no longer allowed to compete in human sporting events, so his only hope was a new football league just for them. Just as he's getting ready to join a new team in
this league, his whole world comes crashing down when tragedy strikes his family. Without hope or direction, he turns to alcohol. He finds comfort in the arms of a woman who he felt a real connection to, but
he left before he could drag her down. Carolyn knew how these one night stands worked, but it still hurt when Gabe walked out of her life. Just as she was about to get things back on track, she finds out she's
pregnant. Will she ever even see Gabe again, and can she even be sure that he is the father to her unborn child? Fate isn't done with these two... Kenny: Over six feet of shredded muscle was all Kenny
needed to dominate on the football field and destroy his opponents. On the field, his hard work and determination paid off. Off the field, his life was a train wreck. He had the fame, the money and the allure
that being a championship Shifter Football star granted, but it wasn't enough. All he wanted was the kind of intimate connection that always seemed to be out of his grasp. Right as he hit rock bottom, a
chance encounter brings someone new into his life... Kenny has no choice but to strive for success on the field and fight for whom he loves off the field, even if it rips his team apart. Dustin: Dustin was a
running back. He was also a planner, cool and careful. But some things in life you can't plan for... Dustin Perry knew what making this team would do for his career. Everything was carefully planned and put
into place. Sure, it was only semi-pro but it was still a stage and Dustin flourished in the spotlight. By the end of the season, everyone would be speaking his name, wondering how high his shooting star would
go. But Fate would bring someone special into his life, something no one could have planned for... USA Today Bestselling Author Becca Fanning brings you a Shifter Romance novel box set packed full of
action, intrigue and steam! Fated Mates have never been so right and wrong for each other! KEYWORDS: free shifter romance books, free pnr, free romance ebook, free shifter romance series, wolf shifter,
bad boy, bbw, fated mates, paranormal romance with sex, curvy, gothic romance, new adult, clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal romance books for adults, reformed rake, contemporary
romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance, shifter romance series, instalove, ott, over the top, shifter conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male, werewolf, shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic
suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, military love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry, enemies to friends, secret baby, pregnancy romance, supernatural, legend, folk tale, second chances,
freebie, free ebook, free novel, free novella, alpha male, female protagonist, stories, story, college, hero, complete series, box, box set, boxed set, bundle, anthology, sexy, sensual, seduction, contemporary,
current, new 2019, best of, breeding, mating
Crashed into my betrothed mate after speed dating for shifters, what could go wrong? After watching five couples find their happily ever afters, my mate literally falls into my lap. I’d never let that kind of luck
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pass me by. Then I find out she’s engaged to another. Why should I work shifter speed dating events when finding my happily ever after is off the menu? Now we’re running for our lives from both the shifter
council and her jilted intended. Talk about a fast burn. Totally Lucky is the sixth in a series of short, steamy, shifter holiday romances. If you love mythical adventures, fast-burn romance, and fated mates, then
you'll love this treat… Download Totally Lucky today to start your next legendary adventure. Read them all: 1. Totally Spooked 2. Totally Basted 3. Totally Roasted 4. Totally Renewed 5. Totally Bumbled 6.
Totally Lucky Related Series: Black Ops Bodyguard Shifters 1. Marked by the Panter - Jaden (Exclusive to Sultry Shifter Nights) 2. Marked by the Lion 3. Marked by the Cougar 4. Marked by the Jaguar 5.
Marked by the Tiger Wallace Wolf Pack 1. Mated to the Enforcer - Scout 2. Mated to the Healer 3. Mated to the Second 4. Mated to the Rogue Wolf 5. Mated to the Alpha
Bear shifter Clover is steaming mad and ready to be fitted with a new pair of bear skin boots. How dare the sexy head of security for the McCoy clan forbid her younger sister from marrying his brother? His
brother knocked the girl up and he’s going to do right by her, or her name isn’t Clover Lulabelle Movie Star Windwalker Jones – which, unfortunately, it is. (Her parents were hippies.) His. Clover is
hotheaded, impulsive, demanding – and she’s his. Sam McCoy knows it the second he lays eyes on her. Sure, he’s arrested most of the members of her family at one time or another, and now she’s
blaming him for ruining her younger sister’s life – details, right? Sam has a secret weapon – he gets her a marketing job at his family’s jelly and jam factory, which will help her retain custody of her brother
and sisters. Late nights at the office and some sexy honey samplings lead to even sexier times, and the possibility of a future – until Clover’s past comes back to haunt her and threatens to tear apart the
family she’s fought to save.
It's just another normal day for a not-so-normal fairy. Allegro Romani is a fairy. Literally. Disowned by his family because of his sexual orientation, he's left the Fae realm for Earth. He's done all right for
himself, establishing a small store in a paranormal-friendly town. He's even made a few friends, despite his awkward social skills. But one day a week, everything goes to hell. Alli is a Fayte, and they don't
tend to fare very well out of the magic-laden air of their home world. Once a week, their body rebels, and the result? A day full of the worst luck imaginable. For Alli, that day is always Friday. He's come to
dread them and would, in fact, spend every Friday tucked up in bed with the covers over his head if he could. But he's found out from past experience that it doesn't help, so now he just grits his teeth and
tries to get through Friday without killing himself. Or someone else. Then, one particular Friday, his bad luck results in something surprisingly good. He meets a gorgeous bear shifter named Michael. And
despite seeing him at his worst, Michael isn't running in the opposite direction. In fact, he's chasing Alli down with resolve and determination. Now Alli just has to find a way to keep his bear shifter, get rid of
the trouble plaguing him, and figure out who wants him out of Putman County for good. It's enough to make any sane fairy run for the hills. Fortunately, Alli has never been accused of being particularly sane.
And with his bear at his side, Alli is determined to hang onto his new life. Bad luck or no bad luck.
The Luck of the ShiftersHawk Publishing, LLC

These New Orleans Bear Shifters will fight against all odds if that's what it takes! 251,427 words, over 350 Five Star Reviews! The Complete Big Easy Bears Collection is here! Contains the
following novels: Brock: Bad Boy. Billionaire .Bear Shifter. Brock Tandell is the new Mayor of New Orleans. Most are envious of what he has and what he's accomplished, but he will defend his
Mate and rebuild his city against all odds, especially when a group of Human Supremacists come after them! Jules: Jules not only has to deal with being a Bear Shifter, he has to deal with not
being able to control when he Shifts. When he gets upset, his loss of control manifests as a ten foot tall, thirteen hundred pound slaughter machine. He's managed to be careful about it, but
just as he thought he had it figured out, this girl comes along and turns his world upside down. Jane: Jane just wanted a new start when she made the decision to move from Quebec, Canada
to New Orleans, USA. But no matter how far she ran, she can’t help looking over her shoulder. Thinking no one would be able to find a young teenage girl in the kitchens of a care home, Jane
started work at the only place she could find, determined to succeed with her plan. But when one of the larger residents tumbled and fell, and even though Jane appeared to be an underfed
eighteen year old, she helped the other nurses carrying him back to bed with a hidden strength. The secret of her strengthen something she kept from Bryce for almost five years. Remy: The
last thing Remy was expecting was a last minute Council conference that will call all Clan Chiefs from North America, and even Canada, to come together to discuss many issues for
werebears. With only a week to prepare, Remy is nervous about leaving behind his clan, but knows that these meetings are very rare and it will only be for a week. So knowing a few days
away from New Orleans won’t hurt, he heads to Montana to see what the Council will be discussing in relation to the recent attacks by The Human Order. Phillipe: A few more months. That’s
all Phillipe needs in order to save enough money and get out of town, start over in Montana with his best friend. But what Phillipe didn’t plan on was falling in love with his best friend’s
younger sister. The more Phillipe gets closer to Brigid, the more complex his life becomes. And his life is already very complex. USA Today Bestselling Author Becca Fanning brings you a
Shifter Romance novel box set packed full of action, intrigue and steam! Fated Mates have never been so right and wrong for each other! KEYWORDS: free shifter romance books, free pnr,
free romance ebook, free shifter romance series, wolf shifter, bad boy, bbw, fated mates, paranormal romance with sex, curvy, gothic romance, new adult, clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy
romance, paranormal romance books for adults, reformed rake, contemporary romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance, shifter romance series, instalove, ott, over the top, shifter conflicts,
new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male, werewolf, shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, military love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry,
enemies to friends, secret baby, pregnancy romance, supernatural, legend, folk tale, second chances, freebie, free ebook, free novel, free novella, alpha male, female protagonist, stories,
story, college, hero, complete series, box, box set, boxed set, bundle, anthology, sexy, sensual, seduction, contemporary, current, new 2019, best of, breeding, mating
A second chance at love between fated mates... Bear shifter Dusty Kirkland never forgave himself for causing the tragic accident that nearly killed his best friend Laurie. After enduring a litany
of hate from members of their small town, he left, vowing never to return. But years later, a phone call from Laurie changes everything. He returns to Yellowstone Mountain to take care of his
late sister's 13-year-old son. Dusty doesn't deserve redemption, but he needs it. He's determined to get a second chance with his mate. He may be a bad boy bear shifter, but behind his
growly face and ripped body, he's hiding a heart of gold. He'll do whatever it takes to convince his mate that they deserve happiness, and if he's lucky, he'll have a second chance at finding
love. This is the third book in the paranormal romance series - Bad Boy Bear Shifters. This is a stand-alone book with no cliffhangers. Love scenes are fully realized and at times include
explicit language. No cheating and a HEA.
One sexy carpenter bear shifter. One sassy human with a sweet, sweet cinnamon roll. Allie Rowe is in a bind after drunk raccoons do a number on her business, Sticky Sweet Bakery. With a
major event coming up, she can't afford to be out of commission... but she can't afford to fix things, either. Her meddling father thinks he'll play matchmaker when he hires sexy carpenter and
bear shifter Dax Sheppard to lend a hand. She's already played the rejected mate game, and isn't going there again, thanks. Bear shifters are trouble with muscles. Shifters are off limits! Dax
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won't take no for an answer, making her wonder if he's helping from the kindness of his heart, or if he'll require some sort of repayment... Dax is under pressure to take a mate before the fates
rob him of his strength. His dying father's wish is to see his son mated. A staunch bachelor, Dax is inclined to change his mind when sexy, curvy Allie offers him a taste of her sweet roll. When
an unexpected enemy makes himself known, and time winds down on his chance to take a mate, Dax must decide how far he'll go to claim his fated mate. Bear in a Bakery is a fun, fated
mates paranormal romance featuring fated mates and lots of sticky sweet yumminess!
????? "Haley and Cortez's story is magical." ????? A woman on the run... After Haley's life disastrously imploded, trusting a man again is out of the question. Seeking a fresh start, she lands in
the mountain shifter town of Deep Hollow, home to the Silvertip grizzly bear clan. When she meets rowdy bear shifter Cortez, her life might change again—if she can allow herself to trust him. A
bear shifter on the edge... Thrill seeker Cortez lived life on a risky edge—until a terrible accident changed everything. Tormented by his failure to protect his friends, he now struggles to control
his troubled inner bear. Then he meets Haley and faces the biggest risk of all: opening his heart to claim the fascinating woman as his mate. A shifter town about to join together to battle
unknown enemies. But when Haley's ugly past catches up to her, it will take more than Cortez's protective instincts and more than her own untapped inner strength to face it. It will take an
entire town of wild shifter magic to unleash the fierce courage needed to protect everyone's safety—and to bring together two hearts destined to belong to one another. To the reader: This story
is filled with heart-pounding romance, page-turning adventure, and some awesome hawt times. If you love big ole grizzly bear shifters who have a soft spot for their fated mates, the charming
and funny details of a shifter-filled small town, and the beautiful power of true love to always save the day, this book is for you. Silvertip Shifters Hunter's Moon: Quentin Mountain Bear's Baby:
Shane Taming Her Bear: Beckett Rescue Bear: Cortez Ranger Bear: Riley Firefighter Bear: Slade Christmas Night Bear: Wyatt Superstar Bear: Bodhi (coming soon)
When Leah Hudson moves into her new bungalow in a quiet suburb of Glasgow, she’s ready for a fresh start. No more night shifts at the call center, instead, she’ll pour all her energy into her
budding Internet business. All seems perfectly idyllic, and she’s even starting to connect to her reclusive but attractive neighbor, Matt. But trouble has a habit of finding Leah, and soon she’ll
find that her new life isn’t as quiet and simple as she had hoped. Matthew Argyle has been keeping to himself ever since developing delusions about turning into a bear against his will. He
doesn’t even leave the house, except to spend time in his backyard when the neighborhood sleeps. The arrival of a new neighbor, Leah, throws his carefully orchestrated life into a tailspin.
He can’t ignore the attraction, yet he’s unwilling to subject her to his crazy. One night, everything changes yet again. Matt must decide which is more important: staying in his comfort zone, or
coming to the rescue of the woman he’s begun to love. If you like T.S. Joyce, Zoe Chant and Scarlett Grove, then you will love the Scottish Werebears Series by Lorelei Moone. This series
has got it all: sexy alpha male bear shifters, curvy heroines, gripping overarching action & suspense storyline that spans across all titles and a happily ever after for every couple. This fourth
title in the series includes themes of: fated mates, love conquers all and neighbours to lovers. Recommended reading order: An Unexpected Affair https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=hzkCDQAAQBAJ * FREE! A Dangerous Business - https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=N9VDDQAAQBAJ A Forbidden Love https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=gdVDDQAAQBAJ A New Beginning - https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=y9VDDQAAQBAJ A Painful Dilemma https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=X9ZDDQAAQBAJ A Second Chance - https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=JNtDDQAAQBAJ Or save $$$ with Scottish Werebears:
The Complete Collection - https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=wd5DDQAAQBAJ Keywords: action romance, paranormal romance, steamy shifter romance, bear shifter romance,
shape shifters, scottish highlands, highlander, fated mates, happy ending, happily ever after, HEA, sexy times, werebear romance series, bear shifter romance series, shapeshifter romance
series, romance set in scotland, scottish romance, paranormal romantic suspense, workplace romance, love at first sight, fate, true love, neighbours to lovers, girl next door, boy next door
Nathan and Shae's complete story in one boxed set! Included: Captured by the Bear Saved from the wilds of Alaska by a bear shifter, Shae shows gratitude by offering him anything he wants.
The results are better than her wildest dreams. Being taken hard and unprotected is amazing, and unlocks a secret that changes her life forever. Kissed by the Bear As Shae spends more
time with Nathan, the heat inside of her grows. With a rogue shifter killing all humans in the area and other clan members asking permission to ravish her, Nathan knows he must act fast. Only
by taking his fertile mate hot, hard and unprotected can he give her the strength to shift and finally claim her for his own. Embraced by the Bear The longer Shae stays in the human world, the
more she craves a man’s embrace. When a handsome stranger surprises her with a fertile interlude in public, it unlocks a power that is difficult for her to control. Now her mate, Nathan, and
this stranger must work together to take her hot, hard and unprotected if they hope to learn who is behind the kidnapping and save Shae from the magic growing inside of her. Touched by the
Bear Torn between Nathan and Knox, Shae retreats to the reservation property to sort out her emotions. There, an ancient bear tells her that while both men may please her body, only one
can touch her soul. When Shae takes his advice, the path forward becomes clear, but the rogue bear is watching, and after her true mate takes her hot, hard and unprotected, they are both in
for a big surprise. Claimed by the Bear With the immediate threat to peace eliminated, Shae’s thoughts turn toward the upcoming mating ritual. She isn’t sure if she can perform such a wild
and intimate act in front of an audience. As her mate starts to take her hot, hard and unprotected, her fears dissolve into heat. As the world around them fades away, Shae seizes the moment
and initiates a power exchange with her mate that will bring the entire bear population to their knees.
Knox is determined to find the drug lord hunting his twin’s fated mate and put an end to him and his men, but when he locates the humans, he gets the surprise of his life—he knows the
beautiful, bewitching female guiding them. This bear shifter isn’t one for believing in second chances, but it looks as if the one he’s been hoping for just walked into his territory. Now all he
needs to do is save her, find his balls and admit he’s crazy in love with her, and not mess things up again! Skye is desperate. Her bar is badly in need of a cash injection so when four men
show up offering a huge sum of money for a guide, she recklessly agrees to take them up into a dangerous, wintry valley. When she discovers the men have come armed for more than the
local wildlife and finds herself their hostage, things don’t look good, and she’s not sure her luck is changing for the better when she spots someone tailing them—a man she hasn’t seen in two
years—since they surrendered to their attraction and shared one magical night together… and he left her without a word. Can Knox redeem himself by saving Skye from danger and prove
himself worthy of a second shot with his one true mate? And can Skye bring herself to forgive the gorgeous, wicked Knox—the only man to break her heart? If you love bear shifter romances
featuring hot alpha heroes and strong heroines in an immersive paranormal romance world, the Black Ridge Bears series is for you! Discover five growly bear shifters guaranteed to become
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your next book boyfriends in this hot new shapeshifter romance series from New York Times and USA Today international best-selling author Felicity Heaton, set in the same rich and
addictive world as her Eternal Mates and Cougar Creek Mates paranormal romance series. Book 1: Stolen by her Bear Book 2: Rescued by her Bear - Coming Aug 2021 Book 3: Saved by her
Bear - Coming Aug 2021 Book 4: Unleashed by her Bear - Coming Sept 2021 Book 5: Awakened by her Bear - Coming Oct 2021 No cliffhangers. No cheating. Just passionate paranormal
romance books with a guaranteed happily forever after!
Who do you call when you find a tiny baby dragon? Shifter Vets!Angel is a small-town veterinarian with a horny secret. Everly is a stressed-out manager on vacation who just found a darling
baby dragon. He knows they were made for each other. But a few things stand between them and true love, namely...1. A truckload of mystery fish.2. His suspicious werewolf colleague.3. Her
job that won't leave her alone.4. The flaw in his magic that got him rejected by the other unicorns.5. A deadly creature whose gaze turns living things to stone.6. A teleporting chicken.Her life is
in the city. His is in the country. But Vets For All Pets--and the magical animals its shifter vets care for--have a lot of practice at bridging different worlds...Unicorn Vet is a sweet, short shifter
romance, perfect for reading on your lunch break. If you love tiny dragons, kittens with wings, and other magical creatures, one-click on Unicorn Vet now!

LOST You'd think being abducted by aliens would be the worst thing that could happen to me. And you'd be wrong. Because now, the aliens are having ship trouble, and they've
left their cargo of human women - including me - on an ice planet. FOUND And the only native inhabitant I've met? He's big, horned, blue, and really, really has a thing for me...
Waiting patiently for his destined mate was not a high priority for Wyatt Rochon even if it was for his bear. He and his brothers ran a successful timber business and life was too
busy to go hunting down The One. Fate finally steps in to bring Wyatt together with curvy state analyst, Jinger McCann. Her life doesn’t have many ups and downs until she
meets Wyatt. Finding a boyfriend usually doesn’t come with so much family drama. Before they can settle into a life of love, logging, and cubs, Wyatt must discover how to
protect his mate and family against unknown forces trying to harm them. One small mistake could cost him and his bear their future happiness. Loggers, Donuts, and Werebears,
Oh My! Prepare to read about a curvy girl that meets the man AND bear of her dreams. Sometimes all it takes is love and donuts.
Conner Rochon thought living in the wilds of the Pacific Northwest and running a logging company with his brothers was tough work. Add to that, he wasn’t too keen on sharing
his body with a grizzly bear. Shifters normally had no problem with their animal side. Conner was not one of them. Mackenzie never gave a second thought to being a shifter. She
loved it and finding out that she and her cat were mated to a reluctant bear was a blow she wasn’t expecting. Conner is tired of not being able to make his own choices in life. Is
he willing to lose the love of his life to keep control of who he is? Does Mackenzie have the will to fight for them both? Loggers, Cougars, and Werebears, Oh My! Prepare to read
about a curvy girl that meets the man AND bear of her dreams. A bear with issues is no match for a cougar with claws.
Falling in love wasn’t the plan. Cedar Mongoyak knows who she is and what she’s good at. She’s a polar-bear shifter, a go-getter, and part of the biggest shifter alliance in the
world: Trinity. She can handle anything. Or so she thinks before her new assignment in Eurio, Alaska. Set the place straight? Done. Keep an eye on an unstable Alpha polar bear
without falling head over heels for him? No promises. Gale Blanc’s kind of sexy should be illegal, and his cub is too cute for this world. What’s a girl to do when she has to stay
under the same roof as them and spend Christmas with them too? Give in. Probably.
Sexy shifter passion is awakened when two unlikely lovers are challenged by secrets, danger and an unstoppable need to claim one's mate… For human Amy Francis, the
secluded cabin in Deep Creek is the haven she needs to map out a fresh new start. She never expected her heart to be reawakened by a distraction like Griff Martin,
commanding yet gentle, too ferociously sensual to ignore. It's clear that patrolling the forest is more than a job to Griff—it's a means of survival. But what Amy doesn't realize is
she's reawakened the beast within him. Griff's dormant hunger is stirred by this intoxicating woman…and threatened by the secret she must never learn. Duty-bound to defend his
bear clan against an avenging pride of lion shifters, Griff's entire world is upended when he meets Amy. His animal need to claim his mate has taken hold, but that very desire
could seal her fate as an unwitting pawn in battle. Now, as a shifter war looms, Griff must decide between letting Amy go or following his most carnal instincts. To have her would
change his life…but risk everything he knows and was born to protect. Book one of the Shifter Wars series Previously published, newly revised by author This book is
approximately 75,000 words One-click with confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you're looking for with an HEA/HFN. It's a
promise!
Heather took the West Virginia Turnpike even though her family had warned her against it. But she didn’t care. She didn’t care about them or what they thought any longer.
Having left home after she caught her fiancé with her sister, Heather is making her way to Boston to start her life over and forget herself in her work in order to forget her past.
But as the car accelerates up a turn, her rage and anger bubbling over, she soon realizes that the brakes are no longer working. The thought of jumping doesn’t scare her, so
done with what her life had brought her. She jumps from the car as it continues to accelerate up and over the edge. Trent was in the woods again, trying to track down any signs
of who, or what, had murdered the hiker in the woods. But with the hiker’s body strewn all over the forest, it was hard to get a good scent of the killer. But what Trent did see was
a car flying off the edge of the road, the driver leaping right before it went over the side. Together with his sister, the make their way down to the road right as the ambulance
arrives. But all it takes is one look at the woman to know that she is going to live, the sight of her drawing Trent closer, making him want to know more about her. Heather wakes
to the sound of growling, seeing a strange man in her hospital room. She is soon introduced to Trent, a local Bear who lives just outside of town with his family. His sister
eventually makes a visit to Heather, offering her a place to stay till she can figure things out and find a way to make it to Boston. But the more time she spends with Trent and his
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family, the more she is liking the small town life. Even more so when Trent admits that there is a strong connection between them that he cannot deny any longer. But if they are
going to be together, then he’ll have to figure out who is killing innocent people in the woods and trying to make it look like Trent is behind all the killings. KEYWORDS: free
shifter romance books, free pnr, free romance ebook, free shifter romance series, wolf shifter, bad boy, bbw, fated mates, paranormal romance with sex, curvy, gothic romance,
new adult, clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal romance books for adults, reformed rake, contemporary romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance, shifter
romance series, instalove, ott, over the top, shifter conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male, werewolf, shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic suspense, womens fiction,
action adventure, military love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry, enemies to friends, secret baby, pregnancy romance, supernatural, legend, folk tale, second chances,
freebie, free ebook, free novel, free novella, alpha male, female protagonist, stories, story, college, hero, complete series, box, box set, boxed set, bundle, anthology, sexy,
sensual, seduction, contemporary, current, new 2019, best of, breeding, mating
Over 400 pages of steamy shifter romance! Things are different in Shifter Country. Bear shifters don't mate in pairs - they mate in triads, with two men for every woman. These
shifter couples only need one thing to be complete - their fated mate. First are Ash and Hunter, who fall hard for the beautiful, curvy Cora - only to find out that she's on the run,
and it might be up to them to save her. When Julius and Hudson meet Quinn, they're smitten instantly, and she can't stop thinking about the sexy lawyer and his ex-con mate.
Too bad her parents are rabid anti-shifter activists, and they'll stop at nothing to keep them away from her. Kade and Daniel live alone, deep in the woods, and they spend most
of their time as bears - the better to keep their dark pasts hidden. That is, until they meet Charlotte, the human girl who melts their hearts... and who has a mission of her own. It's
been years since Jasper and Craig met their mate, only to never see her again. When she shows up suddenly in town, they both know they'll do anything to make her theirs for
good, no matter what it takes. And finally... Austin has a secret. A huge, life-altering, toe-curling secret. This bundle contains all five Shifter Country Bears novellas: A Bear's
Protection, A Bear's Nemesis, A Bear's Mercy, A Bear's Journey, and A Bear's Secret.
Seamus O’Leary was abducted from his home in Australia and imprisoned for months in the Pacific Northwest. He arrived in Grizzly Cove with his spirit broken from being forced
to stay in his animal form for months. Human again, and unable to shift without the crutch of alcohol, he is trying his best just to get through each day…until a chance meeting
changes his life forever. Moira Kinkaid came to Grizzly Cove with a dual purpose. First, she is supposed to give the bear shifters who live there all the information her powerful
Clan has collected about the sea monster known as the leviathan. Second, she’s checking the place out for her cousin, the Kinkaid Alpha. If the place is as promising as it looks,
some of the Kinkaid billions might be invested in the up-and-coming town. But, when Moira stumbles across a handsome, drunken man on the beach, suddenly her mission
changes to something much more personal. Drawn to each other, the two very different shifters share a highly magical Irish ancestry—and a passion unlike anything either has
ever known. From the moment they meet, they are nearly inseparable. Something about their relationship seems almost inevitable, but they are both hiding things. Moira is a
covert business operative and Seamus fears his inner animal is broken forever. Can these two find middle ground and healing in the safe harbor of Grizzly Cove?
Leola and her lions are all settled in their new life…until a visitor from the past changes all that. With her lion shifters by her side, Leola begins to uncover the truth about her
parents’ fate. Her trust in everything will be put to the test when she comes face to face with the person who orphaned her. Can she forgive the one person who changed her life
forever? - Unicorn Luck is the second book in a steamy paranormal reverse harem romance series featuring three hot mountain lion shifters and one rare brown unicorn.
Hot alpha males. Feisty fated mates. Sizzling chemistry. This sexy brotherhood of bear shifters will keep you up all night long as they claim the women destined to be theirs!
????? “This box set gets you so hot, you may need a cold shower!” ????? “Twists and turns, action-packed, hot and steamy!” Hunter's Moon: Quentin Abby Kenyon belongs to
Quentin Walker body, heart, and soul. But she's a wolf shifter, and he's one brute of a bear shifter. He needs to win her over—and time is running out. Her pack's annual full moon
mating run is his last chance to prove that only he can win the hunt for her heart. Mountain Bear's Baby: Shane Rough, gruff bear shifter Shane Walker left behind his fighting
past for a fresh start in life. But when Jessie McMillan, the passionate three-night stand he also left behind, unexpectedly shows up with a baby boy that's his son just in time for
Christmas, can he rein in his wild bear before he ruins everything again? Taming Her Bear: Beckett Bear shifter Beckett North can hardly control his inner beast on the best of
days—until he meets captivating Pix Camden and she settles his wild, angry side. She's hiding something from him, and it threatens to drive his bear mad. Yet the fiery vixen is his
mate—and he’ll do whatever it takes to spend the rest of his life with her. Rescue Bear: Cortez Thrill seeker Cortez lived life on a risky edge. But a terrible accident changed
everything in a split second. Haunted by his failure to protect his friends, he now struggles to control his troubled inner bear. Then he meets Haley and faces the biggest risk of
all: opening his heart and claiming her as his mate. To the reader: These stories are filled with heart-pounding romance, page-turning adventure, and some awesome sexy times.
If you love big ole grizzly bear shifters who have a soft spot for their fated mates, the charming and funny details of a shifter-filled small town, and the beautiful power of true love
to always save the day, this boxed set is for you. ????? "The Silvertip community was so well described, I want to live there." ????? "This was an amazing collection of the best
shifter books I’ve read in awhile!"
Alexander "Bunny" Bunsun is a Bear on a mission. He arrives in Halle, PA for the sole purpose of checking up on his cousin Chloe. Something is not right, and the family has
sent Alex, along with Chloe's brother Ryan, to find out what's going on. He intends to fix the problem and head right back for Oregon and his own life, but when he meets his
mate all bets are off. She's an unusual she-Wolf with a love of tattoos, a soft southern drawl and lime green hair. She's perfect.There's only one problem: Tabitha Garwood is
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Outcast, exiled from her Pack and alone in the world. Living in Halle after being Wolf for eight years has given her a new sense of peace, but another Wolf is out to make her life
a living hell. As Outcast she has no one to protect her... until she meets Alex.When Alex's cousin is left for dead and Tabby is threatened, it's up to Alex to keep his growing
family safe. To give Tabby the loving home she needs he could be forced to give up the control he's worked so hard to obtain.If he does, someone could die.
In a world ruled by fickle Goddesses, these Bear Shifter Bikers purse their Fated Mates. The MC Bear Mates Vol 1 Box Set is here! Contains the following novels: MARS: Mars
Donner is tall, dangerous and brutally loyal. His golden eyes melt panties and make men get out of his way. He'd done his fair share of dirt, and even put a few people in the dirt,
but he had lines he wouldn't cross. As long as he had his MC, his cut and his hog, he thought he could get through anything. Then he met his Fated Mate, and he knew there was
no line he wouldn't cross for her. Annette Vogel is an investigative journalist and no stranger to chasing a story. Freshly back from Afghanistan, her therapist tells her that she
needs to take it easy, that working through PTSD is a process. But Adrenaline junkies don't take it easy, and when she gets wind of a human trafficking circle she has to go after
the story. But crossing those kinds of people can have deadly consequences, especially when the story starts chasing her. MUNDO: Jimmy "Mundo" Aston always found himself
deep in the sh*t. Whether it was going at it with rival bikers or cops, he never let his opponent get the better of him. This attitude was why he found himself in jail, eager to get out
and back with his Club. Three hots and a cot weren't bad, and at over six feet tall he knew no one would try any funny business. So really it was just getting through the boredom,
until he met her. Christie Lockheart didn't believe in love. She didn't believe in chances. She'd lost loves to chance and thought they could go to hell for all she cared. She could
at least focus on her work, the one thing that kept her grounded. As a dentist for the County Corrections department she went from jail to jail to treat inmates. Not a glamorous
job, but she thought she was beyond glamor at this point. Until she met Mundo Aston, and their brief interaction left her with lots of questions...and the desire to take a chance
again. Just as they try to put together a normal life, the evil stalking the Nomads MC strikes again! KIKO: Kiko had thought he'd seen everything, but when the parade of young
ladies came streaming out of the shipping container, their hair stuck to their scalps and reeking of God-knows-what, he felt sick to his stomach. He knew it was stupid to draw the
line here after years of using violence and force like most people use language. But the line was drawn, and he knew he wouldn't cross this one. Now these women were under
the protection of The Nomads, and the Ukrainian Mob would be in for a very bloody fight if they thought they could force these women to do anything. And there was one who
was something special... USA Today Bestselling Author Becca Fanning brings you a Shifter Romance novel box set packed full of action, intrigue and steam! Fated Mates have
never been so right and wrong for each other!
Carrie Dalton needed this job. She needed this job bad. But even she couldn't kid herself: she stuck out like a sore thumb in this biker bar, full of men who had more warrants
than kind words. Right as she thought she was getting the hang of things, she went tail over teakettle with a full tray of beers. Thankfully she was caught by the best looking six
and a half foot mistake she'd ever seen. Nothing wrong with a little fun, right? Not like it could last. And those golden eyes... Brian Cross didn't come to the bar tonight for
distractions. He just wanted to handle some Iron Fur Clan business and maybe drink away a little sorrow. Then the new waitress almost killed herself on her first night on the job.
Brian always had a soft spot for the underdog, and for her to come into this den of bears showed some backbone. It didn't hurt that his eyes were constantly drawn to her thick
hips and ample curves. Before they can get to really know each other, a rival motorcycle club threatens their relationship and their very lives. This 10,000+ word BBW Bear
Shifter Romance Novella has all the heat and passion you expect from a Fated Mates story! Keywords: bear shifter, bad boy, bbw, fated mates, paranormal romance with sex,
pnr, curvy, gothic romance, new adult romance, clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal romance books for adults, reformed rake, contemporary romance, hot
romance, hot shifter romance, shifter romance series, instalove, shifter conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male, werebear, shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic
suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, military love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry, enemies to friends
Carly - I’m a good girl. I do as I’m told, when I’m told. The perfect daughter. The perfect employee. But I really need a vacation, and maybe it’s not just my job I want a break
from. I’m pretty sure the insanely hot guy I just met on the road can help me with that. Oregon - I’m a lucky bear. My new clan alpha could have killed me, but instead he took
me in, gave me a chance. All I have to do now is work hard and earn my place. And not do anything stupid, like put the moves on his mate’s friend. But by the time I find out who
she is, it’s already too late. I’ve had a taste, and my bear has made his choice. She’s the one and I won’t let anyone take her from us. Not even her own family. K. R. Max
brings you dominant alpha males, sweet, strong women, and lots of very hot and dirty shenanigans. No cheating or cliffhangers and a guaranteed happy ever after, all in a short,
intense read which is sure to raise your body temperature. If this sounds like your happy place, scroll up now and click that button! Then lock the door and grab a glass of wine
(or ice water)! It's about to get hot in here! All Haven Bear Shifters books are standalones and can be read in any order, but you may get more out of each story if you read them
in the order of publication, due to previous characters sometimes being mentioned in later books.
When Honey Thompson moved to Troubled Fork, the sassy curvy girl should have known better... The town was named that for a reason. Normally a peaceful place, the Fork
has been besieged by bear attacks in recent weeks. Residents are terrified and the lifeblood of the town, tourism, has all but dried up. Desperate, the Mayor has demanded that
the problem be fixed, or else. The man in charge of getting it under control is Brock Walters. A bear of man himself, he's as sexy as they come and easily the hunkiest hunk this
side of the Rockies. Tongues wag wherever he goes and five alarm panty fires are not at all uncommon when he's around. He is also, ironically enough, Captain of the Troubled
Fork Fire and Rescue Department. When a random encounter brings Honey and Captain Hot Buns together, that's when all hell breaks loose. Before long, Troubled Fork is up to
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its collective eyeballs in wild animals, curses and other assorted mayhem - including unexpected desires. But mysteries have a way of deepening and this one more than most,
much more than anyone even suspects. As for Brock, well... he soon finds out that he has his hands full with not just the case but Honey's curves as well. In the midst of it all,
Honey is confronted with a shocking discovery about Brock that will change not only her fate but that of everyone in the Fork, forever.
Jane Walsh was the hardest working talent agent in California. Even now, checking in on her previous client Elise, she was never far from her cellphone. At any time, it could
buzz with another offer from a sponsor or another nervous breakdown from a client. It was nothing but tension and high stakes, balancing personalities both big and small. But in
a place like Fairhaven Park, she thought she might be able to finally relax, if but for a week. Hartwin Best appreciated the simple things in life. A cold beer. A warm bed. A good
ol' family gathering. Luckily for him, this week would afford all three. A very special ceremony was about to take place, one which would fully welcome his brother Dietrich's
newborn son Isaak into the Clan. The scent of Elise's friend lingered in his nose, intriguing him. None could see the clouds of smoke rising in the distance. This 10,000+ word
novella has hot Bear Shifter Bachelor action, a Happily Ever After, no cheating and no cliffhangers! Keywords: bear shifter, bad boy, bbw, fated mates, paranormal romance with
sex, pnr, curvy, gothic romance, new adult romance, clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal romance books for adults, reformed rake, contemporary romance,
hot romance, hot shifter romance, shifter romance series, instalove, shifter conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male, werebear, shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic
suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, military love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry, enemies to friends
Focus on the work. She'll be back. She has to come back... Bear Shifter Sheriff Marcus Stone had a missing person's case to work, but his heart just wasn't in it. This missing
pastor was probably off "hiking the Appalachian trail," as the politicians liked to say. His heart was with Angie, over a thousand miles away in a world that couldn't be more
different than his simple small town life in Charming. New York City had everything you could ever want, and Marcus knew that Angie was a big city kind of girl. Focus on the
work... Angie needed to get back to Marcus, to her new home in Arizona. The future was an unknown dark path that seemed to stretch out forever, but as long as she had
Marcus she'd walk it without hesitation. But the night before she is to fly back to the man of her dreams, her past catches up with her. Put into an impossible situation, she has to
choose between lying to the man she loves or losing him altogether. Who knew choices could weigh on you like chains of iron? But things go from bad to worse as three strange
individuals are seen around Charming, asking questions that hit a little too close to home. What's even worse is that Marcus can tell they're different, yet somehow familiar. To
hell and back, if that's what it takes to be with her... USA Today Bestselling Author Becca Fanning is proud to bring you this Fated Mates story, packed with all the action, steam
and great chemistry you can handle! Keywords: bear shifter, bad boy, bbw, fated mates, paranormal romance with sex, pnr, curvy, gothic romance, new adult romance, clan,
pack, series, fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal romance books for adults, reformed rake, contemporary romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance, shifter romance series,
instalove, shifter conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male, werebear, shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, military love,
outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry, enemies to friends
[Siren Publishing Everlasting: Erotic Romance, Romantic Suspense, Reverse Harem, Multiple Partners, Paranormal, Shape-shifter, MFMM, HEA] Courtney Hazel arrives in
Anchorage, Alaska for a new job, but nothing goes to plan. While having and drink at a pub, she’s drugged, kidnapped, and driven four hours north of Anchorage. Waking up to
find two huge grizzly bears nearby is terrifying enough, but when one of them tells her to run, she thinks she’s hallucinating. However, run she does, thinking she’s about to
meet her end. Dane Crocker and his brothers Garth, and Foster are happily shocked the woman they just rescued from the bear shifters is their mate, but because she’s seen
them in animal form, they don’t think they have a chance in hell of making her theirs. Tipan bear shifters are nothing like anyone has ever seen or could’ve imagined. Courtney
wakes up scared but the three brothers explain to her what they are and that she’s safe. When the Crocker men find out what happened to her they vow to do everything to
protect her. But some things can’t be foreseen. Becca Van is a Siren-exclusive author.
Bashful Bunny meets Big Bad BruinThe school librarian, Violet Caldwell, is in for a surprise this fall.There's a new faculty member at Gasparilla Junior High.He appears to be an
unassuming history teacher, but Violet knows better.He's dangerous.He's dominant.He's her mate!All she can think to do is to run...and hide!(It's not her finest moment,
but...)She's riddled with anxiety.She's frightened of everything.She's on the verge of a panic attack!B.E.A.R. (Bruin Evaluation Assessment and Reconnaissance Specialists)
series, Book #1: Knox and Violet.This series, B.E.A.R.S., is a spin-off of the Cybermates series. Although it's not necessary to read Cybermates to enjoy B.E.A.R.S., there are
references to characters and places in that first appeared in and are explained further by reading the Cybermates series. THIS BOOK IS INTENDED FOR ADULTS.This is a
steamy paranormal shifter fantasy romance series with an HEA and no cliffhangers. Fans of Zoe Chant, Terry Bolryder, K.F. Breene and T.S. Joyce may like this shapeshifter
series.
He has to rule a Shifter Kingdom he doesn’t want. She has to break all the rules to protect her unborn baby. After one passionate night, will Fate bring them back together? The
Shifter Royal Dynasty Box Set is here! Contains the following novels: Legacy:Korrin just wanted to drink whiskey and get away from his family. He didn’t want the prestige of
being the Romani Traveler King’s son, to say nothing of the responsibility. But where there is power, there are people willing to go anything to keep (or steal) it. And soon he
wouldn’t have any choice in the matter… Kris couldn’t believe she had a one night stand with the tall, dark and handsome guy with those gorgeous golden eyes. They couldn’t
have really been golden, right? No matter that now, all that mattered was the tiny life she was now carrying, and how that would turn her world upside down. She had no idea how
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right she was. Prophecy:Korrin and Kris have to deal with threats from both without and within as they bring their Shifter Kingdom into the 21st century. Enemies along the
borders see opportunities to strike. Schemers from within sense division and begin to plot. Korrin is an unpopular ruler with unpopular ideas. And aside from all that, Kris had
something important to deal with. Her parents were coming to visit. Destiny: No matter what decision Korrin makes, it's the wrong one. Friends are fewer and fewer, and allies
become distant. Kris is patient and does her best to be supportive, but can they truly bridge the separation between Shifter and human? Can they ever really understand one
another? With their baby on the way, their actions and decisions are more important than ever! USA Today Bestselling Author Becca Fanning brings you a Shifter Romance
novel box set packed full of action, intrigue and steam! Fated Mates have never been so right and wrong for each other! Keywords: bear shifter, bad boy, bbw, fated mates,
paranormal romance with sex, pnr, curvy, gothic romance, new adult romance, clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal romance books for adults, reformed
rake, contemporary romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance, shifter romance series, instalove, shifter conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male, werebear, shapeshifter,
wounded hero, romantic suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, military love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry, enemies to friends
Between home-schooling, friends, a broken heart and hiding the fact that her entire family can take on the forms of bears from the world, Nita’s life has been a little tricky, but
she managed to find a good balance. When her old love, David, suddenly reappears out of nowhere, she loses that balance again. But in a good way. But David refuses to tell
her why he’d disappeared for months without word or warning, and secrets both of are keeping threaten to push them apart, but not as much as the new threat that could cost
Nita more than just her happiness.
Hot alpha males. Feisty fated mates. Sizzling chemistry. This sexy brotherhood of bear shifters will keep you up all night long as they claim the women destined to be theirs!
????? “This box set gets you so hot, you may need a cold shower!” ????? “Twists and turns, action-packed, hot and steamy!” Ranger Bear: Riley Mountain lion shifter Marisa’s
tormented past won’t let her go—until grizzly bear shifter Riley shakes up her world. After the horrific loss of his former mate years ago, Riley raised his cubs alone. But when
Marisa’s ruthless past hunts her down, these two devastated souls must need one another to become truly mated. Firefighter Bear: Slade Fox shifter Everly grew up shunned by
more dominant shifter species. But she’s always secretly longed for the sexiest bear shifter: firefighter Slade Walker. Slade once made a decision that also ruined any chance he
had with fascinating Everly. But when the sins of the past rise up to threaten Everly, they must claim one another so they can stay safe. Superstar Bear: Bodhi McKenna left her
perilous past behind to return to tiny Deep Hollow. It shocked her to once again see Bodhi Walker—her former friend but now her enemy. Returning to his town was the safe place
for moviestar Bodhi—until he again saw the attractive McKenna. But when the treacherous past returns, their relationship must finally explode into passion for any hope of saving
each other. Christmas Night Bear: Wyatt Brynna Darby can’t help that she’s a reindeer shifter. But one sexy bear shifter might open up her guarded heart and show her how to
find joy again. Wyatt Webber returned to his hometown of Deep Hollow right before Christmas. Brynna is the mate who broke his heart…but she also might be the only one who
can put it back together again. To the reader: These stories are filled with heart-pounding romance, page-turning adventure, and some awesome sexy times. If you love big ole
grizzly bear shifters who have a soft spot for their fated mates, the charming and funny details of a shifter-filled small town, and the beautiful power of true love to always save the
day, this boxed set is for you. ????? "The Silvertip community was so well described, I want to live there." ????? "This was an amazing collection of the best shifter books I’ve
read in awhile!" Keywords: bear shifter, wolf shifter, dragon shifter, bad boy, fated mates, paranormal romance with sex, pnr, box set, mountain man romance, small town
romance, clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal romance books for adults, contemporary romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance, shifter romance series,
emotional romance, instalove, shifter conflicts, urban fantasy, werebear, shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, rebel, thrilling, great
chemistry, exciting, shifter mating human, holiday romance, action adventure romance, strong heroine, second chance romance
A baby on the way and a serial killer on the loose. Marcus and Angie need each other more than ever, but the universe seems set on tearing them apart. It's only through their
sheer love for each other that Marcus and Angie are able to see through all the times of darkness and despair. They are each other’s last hope, last reason to keep living and not
give up. Though Marcus can’t offer Angie much now that he isn’t Sheriff of Charming, he can offer his support and love, if not his protection as they work together to find the
killer. Marcus might have to break the law to find out whose targeting them, but he is willing to do anything at this point to make sure no one ever comes after them again. The
universe be damned, love is stronger than any other force... USA Today Bestselling Author Becca Fanning is proud to bring you this Fated Mates story, packed with all the action,
steam and great chemistry you can handle! Keywords: bear shifter, bad boy, bbw, fated mates, paranormal romance with sex, pnr, curvy, gothic romance, new adult romance,
clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal romance books for adults, reformed rake, contemporary romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance, shifter romance
series, instalove, shifter conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male, werebear, shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, military
love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry, enemies to friends
After months of preparations, the New Alliance is ready to reveal itself in a spectacular fashion. James Finch joins his comrades and exposes his true nature in front of the world
media. He was prepared for some fall-out but finds himself in a bind when he is reunited with ‘the one that got away’. When Charlie McAllister switches on the TV after a trying
day working at the Edinburgh Herald, the last thing she expects to see is her former flame, James. As she watches him transform into a bear, she has two realizations. This must
be why he dumped her so many years ago, and, finally she has a chance to bag a real story and make a name for herself. Surely, with James’s true nature revealed, nothing
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stands in the way of their second chance at happiness, right? Wrong. You don’t just expose an ancient secret without rubbing a lot of folk the wrong way. Now, James and
everyone close to him have targets on their backs. If you like T.S. Joyce, Zoe Chant and Scarlett Grove, then you will love the Scottish Werebears Series by Lorelei Moone. This
series has got it all: sexy alpha male bear shifters, curvy heroines, gripping overarching action & suspense storyline that spans across all titles and a happily ever after for every
couple. This sixth and final title in the series includes themes of: fated mates, love conquers all and second chance romance. Recommended reading order: An Unexpected Affair
- https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=hzkCDQAAQBAJ * FREE! A Dangerous Business - https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=N9VDDQAAQBAJ A
Forbidden Love - https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=gdVDDQAAQBAJ A New Beginning - https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=y9VDDQAAQBAJ A Painful
Dilemma - https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=X9ZDDQAAQBAJ A Second Chance - https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=JNtDDQAAQBAJ Or save $$$
with Scottish Werebears: The Complete Collection - https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=wd5DDQAAQBAJ Keywords: action romance, paranormal romance, steamy
shifter romance, bear shifter romance, shape shifters, scottish highlands, highlander, fated mates, happy ending, happily ever after, HEA, sexy times, werebear romance series,
bear shifter romance series, shapeshifter romance series, romance set in scotland, scottish romance, paranormal romantic suspense, workplace romance, love at first sight, fate,
true love, second chance romance, young lovers reunited, first love
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